Notes:

- Tree types will be identified by the person, we don’t need to give tips
- Information boxes can be left blank

Usability, adding in pictures will make it easier
- however, this is not the plan for this current iteration/prototype

Measuring the ant mound, will that cause the user to put away, turn off, close their phone?
- Measurements will not need to be perfect measurements, however, the more accurate the measurement, the better the data.
- Measurements will use a tool.
- Put the ruler in the picture? No

Tracking past data-
- number of transects completed -under review at the end
- currently listed as mounds, should be changed
- do we want to have
- Store user transect
- Transects completed in a row for the webpage?
- User info for total number of transects completed.

Tracker? Distance counter?
- Can we do this to inform the students where they are

User info is still under construction
- User Profile
- Students still need tree type, forest type

Teacher accounts can only create student accounts?
- 3rd party account?

No back button/close option
- include this?
- include mounds/transects with user profile
- so the teacher can edit possibly wrong data
- teacher has final review